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COMPACT MULTI-USE LANCING DEVICE

Cross-Reference to Related Application

100011 Thisapplicatlonclaimsthebenefitof U.S. Provisional Patent Application
Serial No. 60/549.317. filed March 2. 2004. the entirety ofwhich is hereby incorporated
herein by reference for all purposes.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates
. generally to medical devices and

procedures, and more particularly to a multi-use. micro-sampling device. •

Background of the Invention

[0003] Many medical procedures require puncturing of the skin, and sometimes
underlying tissues, of an animal or human subject. For example, a sharp lancet tip is
commonly used to puncture the subject's skin at a lancing site to obtain a sample of
blood, interstitial fluid or other body fluid, as forexample in blood glucose monitoring by
diabetics and in blood typing and screening applications.

[0004] In some instances, a person must periodically sample their blood for
multiple testing throughout the day or week. Thus, due to the nature of micro-sampling
for blood glucose monitoring, many individuals requiring regular monitoring prefer to do
so discretely. Current multi-use micro-sampling devices tend to have a large, pen-like
fom, that restricts the ability oftheindividualuserto conduct micro-samplingdiscretely
Some have attempted to miniaturize the micro-sampling device, but the device still has
a large and indiscrete size.

[0005] Thus it can be seen that needs exist for improvements to lancing devices
to provKJe a micro-sampling device having a small and discrete size. Needs further
exist for such a mechanism that has a smaller overall profile while remaining compatible
with standard lancets commonly available. In addition, needs exist for combining drive
elements for control of the lancet travel and retum that provide for a wide yet far
shorter, overall shape.
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Summary of the Invention

[0006] Briefly described in example forms, the present invention is a multi-use

micro-sampling or lancing device comprising a compact outer housing containing drive

and activation mechanisms for receiving a disposable and replaceable lancet and for

driving the lancet through a controlled lancing stroke for sample collection. The housing

preferablyincludesalancethoiderthatsecurelybutreieasablyengagesthelancetand

constrains the lancet alongacontrolled and pre-defined path of travel during the lancing

stroke.

[0007] The lancing device preferably includes a drive mechanism including a pair

of opposed torsion springs to drive and propel the lancet through an extended position

along Its lancing stroke, and to return the lancet to a retracted position fully within the

housing. This drive mechanism is compact, and thus, the overall size, and particularly

the length, of the landng device can be significantly reduced. The lancing device may.

for example, have the overall size and shape of a typical automotive door-lock remote

control keyfob.

[0008] In one aspect, the inventfon comprises a lancing device having a compact

housing, a lancet holder for a holding a lancet and mounted for back and forth

movement along a lancing stroke path within the housing, and a drive mechanism

comprising at least one off-axis spring coupled to the lancet holder, the at least one off-

axis spring being positioned laterally offset from the lancing stroke path of the lancet

holder, in an example embodiment, the at least one spring comprises a drive spring for

driving the lancet holder along the lancing stroke and an opposing return spring for

returning the lancet holder.

[00091 Preferably, the compact housing has a width comparable to the length of

the housing and is about twice as long as a lancet used therein. Additionally, the

lancing device has a trigger to trigger the lancing stroke. Also preferably, the lancet

holder is bartsed to hold the lancet holder in a ready position, ready for triggering,

wherein the barbed lancet hokler comprises compression amis each having at least

one chamfered barb, and wherein the trigger engages the chamfered barbs to trigger

the lancing stroke.
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[0010] In another aspect, the present invenUor, i s a lancing device having a
compact housing having a length and a width, with the length of the housing being
roughly the same as the width of the housing; and a drive mechanism within the
housing for driving a lancet along a predefined path. The drive mechanism includes a
carrier for securely holding the lancet, a first spring for urging the lancet from an initial

position into an extended position wherein a portion of the lancet protrudes out of the
compact housing, and a second spring for retracting the lancet back into the housing.
Preferably, the springs are positioned laterally offset from the pre-defined path.

[0011] In yet another aspect, the present invention is a landng device having a
compact, non-elongated, puck-like housing, adrlve mech anism formovably supporting
a lancet along a lancing stroke, a trigger for triggering the drive mechanism.' and
wherein the housing has a length of between about two and four times as long as the
length of the lancet used therein. Preferably, the housing is about twice as long as the
lancet, and has a width roughly equal to its length. Also preferably, the drive
mechanism includes off-axis springs for urging the lancet back and forth along the
lancing stroke, the off-axis springs being laterally offsetfrom the lancing stroke.

[0012] . These and other aspects, features and advantages of the invention will be
understood with reference to the drawing figures and detailed description herein, and
will be realized bymeansof the various elementsand combinations particulariy pointed
out in the appended claims. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general
desaipUon and the following brief description of the drBW^ings and detailed descriptbn
of the invention are exemplary and explanatory of preferred embodiments of the
invehtion. and are not restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0013] FIGURE 1 is an assembly view of a multi-use lancing device accorxling to
an example embodiment of the present invention.

[0014] FIGURE 2 is a top view of a lancet holder component of the multi-use
lancing device of FIGURE 1

.
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[0015] FIGURE 3 is a top sectional view of the multi-use lancing device of

FIGURE 1 shown prior to the insertion of a lancet, and with the endcap removed.

[0016] FIGURE 4 is a lop sectional view of the multi-use lancing device of

FIGURE 1 shown having a lancet inserted therein, and with the drive mechanism in its

extended "ready" configuration.

[0017] FIGURE 5 is a detailed view of the inter-engaging locking elements of the

lancet holder of FIGURE 4.

[0018] FIGURE 6 is a top sectional view of the multi-use lancing device of

FIGURE 1 showm having a lancet inserted therein, with its protective sterility cap

removed flram the lancet.

[0019] FIGURE 7 is a top sedional view of the multi-use iandng device of

FIGURE 1. shown with its endcap portion attached and having a lancet in the ready

position.

[0020] FIGURE 8 is a top sectional view of the multi-use lancing device of

RGURE 1 . showing as the device is activated to release the drive mechanism from its

ready state.

[0021] FIGURE 9 is a top secUonal view of the multi-use Iandng device of

FIGURE 1 , shown with the lancet In its extended position wherein the lancet tip projects

outwardly from the device's housing.

[0022] FIGURE 10 is a top sectional view of the multi-use Iandng device of

FIGURE 1, shown with a used lancet drawn bad< into its retracted posrtion with the

sharp lancet tip fully contained within the housing.

[0023] FIGURE 1 1 is a top sectional view of a multi-use Iandng device according

to another example embodiment of the present invention.

[0024] FIGURE 12 is an assembly view of a multi-use Iandng device according to

yet another example embodiment of the present invention.
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Detailed Description Of Example Embodiments

[0025]
Thepresentinvenfionmaybeunderstoodmorereadilybyreferencetothe

following detailed description of the invention taken in connection with the
accompanying drawing figures, which form a part of this disclosure It is to be
understood that thisinventlonlsnotlimited to the specific devices, methods, conditions
or parameters described and/or shown herein, and that the terminology used herein is
forthepurpose Ofdescribing particularembodimentsbyway Ofexampleonlyand is not
mtended to be limiting of the claimed invention. Also, as used In the spedficatlon
including the appended claims, the singularforms "a." "an." andW Indude the plural
and reference to a particular numerical value includes at least that particular value'
unless the context dearlydictatesother^se. Ranges may beexpressedhereinasfrom
about- or "approximatel/- one particular value and/or to "about" or "approximately-

'

another particular value. When such a range is expressed, another embodiment
mdudes from the one particular value and/or to the other particular value. Similarly
«^envalues.are expressed as approximations, byuse of the antecedent"about.-it Will
be understood that the particular value fomis another embodiment.

[00261 With reference now to the drawing figures. FIGURE 1 isan assembly view
Of a multi-use micro-sampling device or lancing device 10 according to an example
embodiment of the present invention. The lancing device 1 0 preferably comprises a
hous,ng12havingatopportlon14connectedtoabottomportion16.as

by adhesive or
«ush-pins, Anendcap portion20ofthelandng device lOlsremovablyconnected to
the housing 1 2 such that a new lancet can be manually inserted into the device and a
used lancet can be manually removed from the device. The endcap portion 20
preferably defines a small opening 22 for protrusion of a sharp lancet needle or tip
therethrough and into the tissue at the intended lancing site selected by user' At the
end Of the housing 1 2 opposite the endcap portion 20 is an opening or diannel 24 for
receiving an activating button assembly 26 and for guiding the activating button
assembly along a pre-defined path of travel.

[0027] A replaceable and disposable lancet 30 is installed in a redprocating
lancet holder, carrier, or sled 32 within the housing. The lancet 30 itself is
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translationally mounted within the housing 12 for reciprocating movement The lanc^et

30 typically comprises a needle or blade forming a sharp lancet tip 34 (see Figures 4

and 7. for example) and a lancet body 36. and is posrtioned such that the t,p 34 .s

directedfonvard. toward the lancetopening22 in theendcapportion 20. Preferably.tlne

lancetbody 36 isfomied of plastic, and isiniection-molded around the needle orblade.

The lancet tip 34 is preferably encapsulated by a protective sterility cap 38. which .s

Integrally molded with the lancet body 36 and forms a sterility and safety barrier for the

lancet tip As shown in FIGURE 1. the protective sterility cap 38 of each lancet 30 «

releasably connected to the lancet body 36 at a transition region 40. which Is an area of

weakening such that it is easily detached and removed from the lancet body 36. The

lancet 30 can be. for example, a standard, commercially-available lancet such as an

Accu-Check® Softclix® lancet.

,0028] AS more clearly seen in FIGURE 2. the lancet holder 32 preferably

comprises twomale guide elements, such as upper guide element 42 (for clarity. or.ly

one of Which is shown) and an opening 46 at one end of the lancet holder 32. The

opening 46 is sized and shaped to securely but releasably hold the replaceable lanoet

30 Preferably, the male guide elements are integrally fonried on both the upper and

lower surfaces of the lancet holder 32. and slide within Inter-engaging female gu.de

surfaces 48. 49. such as grooves orchannels. fomned in the lower and upper port.oris

16 and 14 of the housing 12. to cor,strain the lancet 30 along a controlled and pre-

defined path of travel during the lancing stroke. For clarity, only one of the male guide

elements42is shown in the figures, and it willbe understood bythose skilled in theart.

that a female guide surface 49 on the underside of the top portion of the housing 14

receives and guides the male portion 42. Another male guide element (not shown)on

the underside of the lancet holder 32 engages with female guide surface 48. ltw.ll be

understood by those skilled in the art that a single pair of cooperaflng guide elements

can be used or two or more such pairs can be used. Thus, while two pairs of guide

elements are shown, fewer or more such pairs can be utilized as descnbed.

ro029] The lancet holder 32 preferably has a generally U-shaped portion 52

fonried by an opposed pair of compression arms 54 and 56. with chamfered barbs S8

and 60 formed ^ their distafends, respecth/ely. for engaging cooperating retaining or
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rocking tabs 62 and 64 integrated wHhin the bottom portion 14 of the housing 12 The
retaining tabs 62 and 64 engage the barbs 58 and 60 to maintain lancet holder 32 in a
"ready- position against the bias force of the drive spring when the device 10 is codded
The ends of the retaining tabs 62 and 64 preferably define chamfers 70 and 72 for
sliding contact along cooperating chamfered faces 66 and 68 ofthe barbs58 and 60 to
provide a smooth cocking action. The compression ams 54 and 56 can resiBentlyflex
inwardly and thus allow movement of their free ends towards each other upon cocking
and firing of the device 10. The barbs 58 and 60 have flat edges 74 and 76 for
releasable engagement against the retaining tabs 62 and 64 in the ready position.

10030] Preferably, the retaining tabs 62 and 64 are relatively rigid and the
compression arms 54. 56 are flexible. Altematively. the retaining tabs 62. 64 could be
made flexible and the amis 54. 56 could be relatively inflexible (the firing being
accomplished by deflecting the retaining tabs). IWoreover. both the compression amis
and the retaining tabs could be flexible.

10031] ReferringnowfoFIGURES1.3.4.6,7.8.9.and10.lwotorsionsprings
namely a drive spring 80 and a return spring 82. operate to drive and return the lancet
holder 32 along the lancing stroke upon triggering of the lancing device 10 Together
the drive spring 80. the return spring 82. and the lancet holder 32 form a drive'
mechanism 84 for driving the lancet back and forth along its pre-defined path The
dnve spring 80 Is the stronger of the two springs and drives the lancet 30 from its initial

position into its extended position. The return spring 82 serves to retract the lancet 30
back into the housing 12 after lancing the skin. Preferably, the drive spring 80 and the
return spring 82 are laterally offset from a lancing stroke of the lancet hoWer 32 and
thus are positioned off the axis of the lancet holder so as to provide a more compact
configuration of the lancing device 10. (Of course, the very tips of the springs 80 and
82 contact the lancet holder 32 along the stroke path, but the vast majority of the
springs lie outside of ihe stroke path).

[0032] In an example embodiment of the present invention, the device 1 0 is
puck-like and has a length in the direction of the lancing stroke of about 3.5 inches and
a width, which If traverse to its length, of about 2.875 inches. The device 10 also has a
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thickness of about 0.5 inch. Thus, the exemplary lancing device 1 0 has an aspect ratio

of about 1 .25. The housing could be reconfigured to have an aspect ratio of less than

1 .0 to about 4 or 5. Additionally, the length of the housing can be between about two

and four times the length of the lancet used therein.

[0033] A pair of posts or lugs 86 and 88 serves as retainers for positioning the

springs 80 and 82. and thereby more precisely defining the equilibrium position of the

lancet holder 32. The springs 80 and 82 are secured within the housing 12 around a

pair of axles on pivots 90 and 92, respectively, projecting from the bottom portion 14 of

the housing.

[0034] The lancing device 10 preferably further comprises an activating button

assembly or trigger 26 positioned at the end of the housing 12 opposite the eridcap

portion 20. for triggering the drive mechanism 84 to propel the lancet 30 through its

landng stroke. An example configuration of the trigger 26 preferably includes a button

portion 94 having a pair of posts 96 and 98 on its inner suri'ace which contact the

chamfered faces 66 and 68 of the compression arms 54 and 56 of the lancet holder 32.

When the button 94 is depressed, the posts 96, 98 press inwardly against the anms 54

and 56 to release the flat edges 74 and 76 of barbs 58 and 60 from engagement with

the retaining tabs 62 and 64 to initiate (trigger) the lancing action. The trigger 26

preferably further comprises a coil spring 100, which is positioned between a spring

post or stop 1 02 extending from bottom portion 1 6 of the housing 1 2 and the button 94,

thereby biasing the button 94 outwardly.

[0035] The opposed torsion spring drive mechanism 84 permits a significant

reduction in the overall size (and especially the length) of the lancing device 10, as

compared to typical known lancing devices. Thus, the overall size of the lancing device

10 may be a bit wider than conventional lancing devices, but the length of the device 10

is much shorter. With this reduced size, the lancing device 10 can accommodate other

elements, such as an adjustable depth-control ring (for controlling the penetration depth

of the lancet into the user's skin), a lancet storage feature, or other similar optional

features, without resulting in an objectionably large device.
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[0036] FIGURE 3 shows a top sectional view of the multi-use lancing device 10
prior to Insertion of the lancet 30 therein. The lancet holder 32 is not cocked, and thus
the lancet holder is considered to be in a "withdrawn" or "steady" state In this
"withdrawn" stale, the activating button 94 and the coil spring 100 are fully retracted
Thus, the coil spring 100 is positioned against the spring post 102 of the bottom portion
16. The return torsion spring 82 is in a retracted compression state, or its "equilibrium"
or "steady- state, and opposes the "equilibrium" or-steady-.position of the drive spring
80. The drive torsion spring 80 is also in a fon/vard compression state, or its "steady-
compression state. In this position, the drive spring 80 and return spring 82 counter-
balance one another, and the lancet holder 32 is in an equilibrium position.

[0037] When the device 1 0 is in its "equilibrium" state, a user manually loads a
new lancet 30 (with its protective cap still in place) into the jancet holder32 and pushes
the lancet holder back (i.e.. towards the activation button assembly 26). until the barbs
58 and 60 of the lancet holder snap into engagement with the lancet holder retaining
tabs 62 and 64. thereby placing the device in its "cocked" or "ready" position. Once the
device is thusly cocked, the user would remove the protective sterility cap 38.

[0038] FIGURE 4shows the lancing device 10 withoutthe endcap portion 20 and
'

having a lancet 30 inserted therein. The lancet 30 Is shown with its protective cap 38
still connected to its body 36. The return torsion spring 82 is in its non-compressed or
relaxed- state, and the drive torsion spring 80 is in its fully-extended or "ready- state

Thus.abiasingforceisappliedbytheextendeddrivespring80onthelancetholder32

m the forward direction (i.e.. toward the lancet tip 34). The activating button assembly
26 IS in Its "steady- state. As seen more deariy in FIGURE 5. the flat edges 74 and 76
ofthe barbs 58 and 60 of the lancethoIder32 are inengagement with theretalning tabs
62 and 64. thus holding the drive mechanism 84 in its cocked or"ready" state. The user
manually removes the protective sterility cap 38 from the lancet body prior to replacing
the endcap 20.

[0039] FIGURE 6 shows the multi-use landng device 10 having the lancet 30
inserted therein and with its protective sterility cap 38 manually removed, thereby
exposing the lancet tip 34. Once the protective sterilitycap 38 has been removed the
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user then replaces the endcap portion 20. FIGURE 7 shows the lancing device 10 with

its endcap portion 20 in place. The user then places the opening 22 of the lancing

device 10 against his or her skin at the desired lancing site, and presses the button 94

to fire or "activate" the lancing device.

[0040] FIGURE 8 shows the landng device 10 as the device is being triggered or

"activated". The lancing device 10 is activated when the activating button 94 Is pressed.

As the button 94 is pressed, the channel 24 in the housing 1 2 guides the movement of

the activating button 94 during compression ofthe spring 1 00. Posts 96 and 98 en^ge

the chamfered faces 66 and 68 of the compression amis 54 and 56 of the lancet holder

32. to flex the arms inwardly and release the barbs 58 and 60 from retaining tabs 62

and 64, initiating the lancing action. Because the drive spring 80 is stiffer than the

return spring 82. the lancet 30 is driven foiward into its extended position. The lancet

. 30 moves into its extended position, wherein its lip 34 punctures the user's skin at the

lancing site, and then is withdrawn back to a retracted position where the tip is shielded

within the housing 12.

[0041] FIGURE 9 shows the lancing device 10 with the lancet tip 34 in its

'

extended position, projecting through the opening 22 of the endcap portion 20. The

lancet 30 and the lancet holder 32 are in their fully extended positions when the male

guide element42 of the lancet holder 32 traverses the length of the cooperating female

portion 48. and consequently, a fonward face of the lancet body 36 contacts an Inner

surface 104 of the endcap portion 20. In altemate embodiments, the endcap 20

optionally includes a depth adjustment mechanism (unshown) pemnitling the user to

selectively vary the position of the stop surface 104. Upon release of the activating

button assembly 26 the retraction spring 100 biases the activating button 94 back to its

initial position. The return torsion spring 82 is extended, and the drive spring 80 is

relaxed, thereby imparting a force to bias the lancet holder 32 back toward its withdrawn

position. Once the lancing procedure is completed, the tip 34 of the lancet 30 is drawn

back into the lancing device 10, and the user removes the lancing device from the

lancing site so as to obtain a sampling of blood or other bodily fluid.

[0042] FIGURE 10 shows the multi-use lancing device 1 0 with the used lancet 30

drawn back into its withdrawn position, fully within the housing. The springs 80 and 82
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have relumed to their equilibrium or "steady state. The endcap portion 20 of the
ianang device 10 can nowbe detached so that the used lancet 30 can be removed and
anewlancetcan be Inserted. Asseenin FIGURE 9. theactlvating button assembly 26
mclud>ng the retraction spring 100 has returned to its "steady- state such that the
activating button 94 is fully retracted.

.

[0043] FIGURE 11 shows a muHi-use lancing device 1 1 0 according to another
example embodiment ofthe present invention. The lancing device 1 10 Is substantially
similartothe lancing device lOv^iththeexceptlon ofthe orientations ofthedrive torsion
spnng 1 80 and return torsion spring 1 82. The lancet holder 132 Is shown in its "steady-
state, with springs 1 80 and 1 82 in equilibrium. When the device 1 10 is cocked to place
the lancet holden 32 in the ready position, the drive spring 1 80 is compressed to apply

•

force on the lancet holder in the forward direction, and the return spring 1 82 is relaxed
When the devicellQis activated to,Blease the lancetholder132and the lancet moves
to rtsextended position, the retumspring182is compressed toapplyrea™,ardforce on

.

the lancet holder 132. arid the drive spring 180 is relaxed. The springs 180 and 182
then return to equilibrium with the lancet holder 132 back In its retracted position within
the housing 112. Thus, in the device of FIGURE 11. the energized states of the drive
torsion spring 180 and the retum torsion spring 182 are compressed In the "c«ir
drrecfons to provide biasing force on the lancet holder 132; whereas in FIGURES 1-10
the energized states of the springs 80 and 82 are extended in the "reverse coil"
d.rect.ons.Apair of posts or lugs186 and 188 serveas retainers to position the springs
180 and 182. and thereby more precisely define the equilibrium position of the lancet
holder 132.

[0044] FIGURE 12 depicts an altemate embodiment of the lancing device 210
The lancing device 210 is substantially similar to the lancing device 10. but with the
exceptions noted herein. The lancing device 210 has a housing 212 having a top
portion 214 and a bottom portion 216. A slot 250 is located within top portion 21 2 and
a corresponding slot Is located within the bottom portion 216. A lancet holder or'sled

232 holdsalancet 30 securely therein. Male guide elements242are integrally formed
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on both the upper and lower surfaces of the lancet holder and extend through and slide

within slots 250 and 252.

[0045] To operate the device 21 0. the user Inserts a lancet 30 into the opening

246 of the lancet holder 232. and removes the sterility cap 38 from the lancet body 36.

The user replaces the endcap portion 220. To activate the device, the user pushes (or

pulls) the male guide elements 242 towards the rear of the device (i.e.. towards the

button 294). This in turn activates or cocks the device because the barbs 258 and 260

engage the locking tabs 262 and 264. which in turn holds the lancet holder 232 in a

"ready" position.

[0046] While the invention has been described with reference to prefen-ed and

example embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that a variety of

modifications, additions and deletions are within the scope of the invention, as defined

by the following claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 • A lancing device comprising:

a compact housing;

a lancet holder for a holding a lancet and mounted for back and forth movement
along a landng.stroke path within the housing; and

^^"v«'"«<*'anismcomprisingatleastoneoff-axisspringcoupiedtotheIa^
holder, the at least one off-axis spring being positioned laterally offset from the lancing
stroke path of the lancet holder.

2. The lancing device of Claim 1. wherein the compact housing has a width
comparable to the length of the housing.

stroke

^""^ """"^ d^^'^^ of Claim 1
.

further comprising a trigger to trigger the lancing

4. The lancing device of Claim 3. wherein the lancet holder is barbed to hold the
lancet holder in a ready position, ready for triggering.

5. The lancing device of Claim 4. wherein the barbed lancet holder comprises
compression amis each having at least one chamfered barb, and wherein the trigger
engages the chamfered barbs to trigger the landng stroke

6. ThelancingdevlceofClaiml.wher^lntheatieastonespringcomprisesadrive
spring for driving the lancet holder along the lapcing stroke and an opposing return
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spring for returning the lancet holder.

7. The lancing device as claimed in Claim 1 . wherein the compact housing is about

twice as long as a lancet used therein.

8. A lancing device, comprising:

a compact housing having a length and a width, wherein the length of the

housing is roughly the same as the width of the housing;

a drive mechanism within the housing for driving a lancet along a pre-defined

path, the drive mechanism comprising:

a carrier for securely holding the lancet;

a first spring for urging the lancet from an initial position Into an extended

position wherein a portion of the lancet protmdes out .of the compact housing; and

a second spring for retracting the lancet back Into the housing.

9. The lancing device of Claim 8. and further comprising a trigger for triggering the

drive mechanism.

1 0. The lancing device of Claims, wherein the springs are positioned laterally offset

from the pre-defined path.

11. The lancing device of Claim 8, wherein the length of the housing is between

about two and four times the length of the lancet used therein.

1 2. A lancing device, comprising:

a compact, non-elongated housing;
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a drive mechanism for movably supporting a lancet along a lancing stroke;

a trigger for triggering the drive mechanism; and

wherein the housing has a lengthof no more than about fourtimes as long as the
length of the lancet used therein.

13. The housing of Claim 12. vifherein the housing is about twice as long as the
lancet.

14. ThelancingdeviceofClaim12.whereinthehousinghasav>,idthroughlyequalto

its length.

15. The lancing device of Claim 12. wherein the housing is pucl<-llke.

16. The lancing device of Claim 12. wherein the drive mechanism includes off-axis
springs for urging the lancet back and forth along the lancing stroke, the off-axis springs
being laterally offset from the lancing stroke.

1 7. A method of collecting a sample of fluid, comprising:

inserting a lancet Into a carrier Of a multi-use sampling devi^^^

aligning an opening ofthe device at a site to be lanced;
"

pressing an activating button having a post for contacting a chamfered barb of
the camerto release the canien and

collecting a sample of fluid.
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18. The method of Claim 17, wherein the step of inserting a lancet into a carrier

further includes pushing the lancet towards the rear of the device until the chamfered

barb of the carrier locks into a ready position.
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